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Non-crystalline materials provide a large field of interest and

investigation both from a fundamental aspect and future promise in

technological domains. Any advancement in electronic processes theory

requires information about their localization properties. Since the paper

of Anderson (1958) was published a considerable amount of work has been given

to this subject and in spite of extensive studies, qualitative and

quantitative understandings are still to be achieved.

It should be noted that in fact the most systematic work on the

electron localization problem has been devoted to random binary alloys [see

Elliott et al, 1974; Licciardello and Economou 1975) related mainly to

their particular structures allowing the existence of exact theorems on such

systems about the energy spectrum [see Velicky et al. 1968, Thouless 1970).

The aim of this paper concerns the nature of the transition from localized

to extended states by calculating the probability of non-diffusion P0(,(E)

or equivalently the localization length £(E). It is well known that

diverges at the mobility edge E such as
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where v is a critical exponent. The numerical value of v predicted by

various theories is subject to large controversies (see Table I), Until

recently, the discrepancies have been given incidental attention since

there existed almost no means by which to check the results,very little is known

from the experimental point of view [see Pollitt 1976). However the whole

quantitative picture is actually receiving increased interest due to the

suggestion by Hott (1981) of the existence of the minimum metallic con-

ductivity (a . ) which may be formulated through the relation vd > 2

where d is the dimensionality of the lattice. Thus it appears that the

numerical value of the universal exponent v plays in fact a significant

role.

* To be submitted for publication.

** Permanent address: Laboratory of Solid State Physics, Department
of. Physics, University of Oran, Es Senia. Algeria.

II. MODEL

In this section, we recall the main features of the model of Brezini

(1983). We consider the one-band one-electron tight binding Hamiltonian

in the .site representation

H = Z tL\i.xL\ v Z.
M (2)
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Here |l̂ > denotes the atomic-like orbital located around the lattice point

"i". Disorder is introduced by assuming that {£•} are statistically

independent random variables given by a common probability distribution

P ( E ) . In this model, it is supposed that the particle can hop only to

nearest-neighbour sites and the matrix elements V\ . are chosen to be equal

to a constant V which will be taken as our unit of energy.

The lattice for the present model is a Cayley tree for which the one-

particle Green function may be expressed in a closed form due to the absence

of intersecting paths. Although the lattice is without a physical nature, it

represents a very interesting limit in the context of the localication

problem in the sense it may be viewed as a lattice of infinite dimensionality

which implies in return that localization occurs with difficulty.

The particular topology of the lattice is such that the renormalized

perturbation series for the self-energy is truncated to its leading term

V;,

e - E CO
(3)

at the origin of the Cayley tree and

E -

at the interior of the Cayley tree. Here k denotes the connectivity of

the lattice, i.e. the coordination number less one. Kumar et al. (1975)

have presented a criterion for the existence of localized states overlapping

with a given site, say "0" in terms of the derivative of the self energy.

The diagonal element of the Green function in the tight-binding basis is

given by

The pole E = £„

and the residue

describes the energy of a localized state | <t> ̂>

IT ( 6 )

evaluated at the pole gives the squared amplitude of the wave function

at the site M0". The residue

diffusion p0(. defined by Anderson.

is equivalent to the probability of non-

-3-

On differentiating Eq.(4), one obtains

k

(7)

where Y Q = -dSQ(E)/dE. Since the site energies e are random variables,

the self energies and their derivatives are also given by probability

distributions, respectively noted by PS(SQ) and F
y
( Y

0^-
 I n disordered

systems, a statistical description requires the knowledge of configuration

averages of the type <^|aQ|
2> or ^"poo(E)> which is directly related

to transport properties (see Ambegaokar et al, 1971). The average

probability is therefore

(8)

function, i.e. P (Y ) = 0 for YQ

to determine explicitly the probability distribution

The integral is restricted from aero to infinity since P V (
Y Q ) is a one-sided

0 for YQ < O (see Erezini 1983). Thus we have

The problem may be

treated by a self-consistent method In the sense of finding probability

distributions p (S.) and P (Y.)( which when used on the right-hand side

of equations (4) and (7) generate the same probability distributions for

S and Y . The self-consistent probability distributions are given by

and

(9)

(10)

The general equation (10) appears too difficult to be handled analytically.

Thus at this stage we have to introduce simplifications by assuming that S

and

bution

Y. are statistically independent, i.e. the joint probability distri-

becomes

(ID
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Taking into account this approximation, it may be shown that the Laplace

transform of P (YQ) is ,

(12)

where P (z.) is the joint probability distribution for the sum of variables

zi = E + S. . Thus in order to determine P (YQ) we have to solve Eq.(12)

and then to return to the inverse Laplace transform.

III. SOLUTIONS FOR P (u) IN RANDOM BINARY ALLOWYS A ^ Ec

We consider in this section the important case: the binary alloys

distribution for site energies. Note that an approximate solution may be found

in the limit of low concentration, i.e. c -> O. In such a situation, we have

£ A ^ A> V ' * - " - > " ; o : - w j f •- u ( c , j ( 1 3 a )

a n d

(13b)

We have ignored the fraction of nearest-neighbour B atoms which is reasonable

in the limit c •* 0. We have to make explicit the probability Pz(x+E) which

is the joint probability distribution for the variables

6j + 5.
do (14)

We take advantage in substituting S. of Eq.(l4) by an average value S

defined by a mean-field approximation solution of the equations

and

Q -QkY<

E - W - §fl - 5,
(15)

k V"

e - w -
-5-

(16)

It may be shown that P (x+E) is given by (see Brezini et al. 1983)
It

(17)

where a = E - S, is the solution of equation

-cK |Vfl6l*(W-^*+ k l V ^ ^ - 0 X lV,/ + <vft(NW-^ ̂  0

Substitution of Eq.(17) into Eq.(12) yields after integration

• w p l -

In the limit of low concentration, i t should be noted that P (u)

reduces to the form

(19)

(20)

where 0[ c ] denotes a vanishing term. One can observe that Eq.(20)

is of the fora of the functional equation defining stable infinitely

divisible distributions, if one neglects 0[ c I, whose solution is given

by fsee Brezini et al. 1985)

(21)

where the coefficients obey the conditions

and (22)

The general form of Eq.(21) may be used as t r i a l solutions for Eq.(20) in
the limit of low concentration as long as the inequality
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is satisfied.

(23)

Substitution of Eq.(21) into Eq.{l9) and expansion of the exponentials

gives in comparing the terms in i. and v an approximate form for the

coefficients •'• and (i

_ (-1 - 0 V (ex - V ) + c V c <

*"* - c
(24)

The inverse Laplace transform of P (u) is of the form

(25)

(26)

For extended states tho probability of non-diffusion P Q O ^ vanishes to

0(N ) where N is the number of sites of the system; the mobility

edge is defined as the energy for which Y^ becomes infinite with

probability unity (see Kumar et. al.). As one reaches the mobility edge

E from the localized side it may be observed from Eqs.(24) and (25)

(see Table II) that a -?r-~. and (1 -? 1 and the probability distribution

P {Yn) becomes a delta function shifted to infinity like

" a; '
As a direct consequence, according to Eq.(8) the quantity of interest
E % may be written as

(27)

near

(28)

and the average size of the localization domain, which is defined as the

inverse of < p (E) ̂  (see Brezini 1983), is then

-7-

LL
- * •

_ A .0- +
VC V (29)

IV. DISCUSSION 07 RESULTS

The average probability ^ P Q C / E ) ^ h a s b e e n calculated

numerically. He have isolated the localized regime by determining the

mobility edge following Brezini et al. (1985) and then computed QQ

taking the mobility edge as the zero in energy. The probability distri-

bution P (Yn) has been approximated by a delta distribution in the case

where the coefficient ^ is greater than 0.98 which gives in return the

range in energy for the present model (see Table II).

1 ^ -1
L (E)>The results for <p o Q(E))- and

in the case where K = 3 , V = l , c = 0 , l and w = 10. As we reach the

om t

described by <^ L (E) ̂> diverges rapidly from a small value to infinity.

are shown in Fig.l

we reach the

lobility edge from the localized side the extent of the wave function

escribed by <^ L (E) ̂> diverges rap

One can observe a behaviour of the form

in the limit E-> E with ^ 2J 0-5 near the transition (see Fig.2).

This picture is in close agreement with the conjecture of Hott (1970)

translating the fact that the wave function becomes non-normalizable.

This value of the exponent v is reported for the first time in the

case of a disorderd Cayley tree in disagreement with other" results (see

Table III)but for different types of disorder. While there is a large

class ot distributions of potentials where the critical exponent v

convergejto the value 1, our particular finding is probably related to the

typical nature of the binary alloy distribution. Therefore one can conclude

that the so-called universal exponent \l does not depend only on the

dimension of the lattice but also on the typical nature of the Haiailtonian.

Unfortunately, one cannot decide from the present model about the

existence of C . since the dimension of the Cayley tree lattice may

be viewed as infinite.
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TABLE II

AE

10"5

2 x 1O"5

3 x 1O'5

4 x 1O~5

P

0.998

0.994

0.991

0.990

V

0.503

0.505

0.508

0.510

5 x 10

6 x 10

7 x 10

8 x 10

9 x 10

10

-5

-5

-5

-5

-5

0.989

0,987

0.986

0.985

0.984

0.983

0.512

0.513

0.514

0.515

0.516

0.517

TABLE III

Models

Mookerjee et al. (1976)

Srivastava et al. (197 9)

Brezini (1983)

Brezini et al. (1985)

Kunz et al. (1983)

Souillard

Present data

V

1

1

1

< 1

1

0.5

Distri but ions

Cauchy

Cauchy

!
Cauchy i

Uniform

General

General

Binary alloy ;
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table I; Different values of the exponent v predicted by various

theories for different dimensions.

Table II: Variation of the parameter p and the exponent v as

functions of the energy near Ec.

Table III: Different values of the exponent v predicted by various

theories for a Cayley tree lattice for different types of

disorder.



Fig.2

FIGUfiE CAPTIONS

-1 v ~1
4^PQQ ( E ) ̂ y and / L (E) p plotted for energy above the

mobility edge in the localized regime.

log <^L~ (E) ̂> plotted as a function of log |E-E |

in the localized regime.

Fig.l
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